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About This Game

"You awaken in a strange place, empty of any noticeably intelligent life. Surrounded by zombie robots, aimless and chaotic.
The world around you seems to be an endless string of "islands" floating in a void. Fight your way through the unique

procedurally generated levels, collect valuable artifacts and try to find a way to that distant tower in hopes of finding a way
out of the chaos." 

  Verzaken! is the first full game from American indie game development company, interFusion Games (based in Michigan,
USA).

Verzaken! is now a full-blown room scale VR game with motion controls! The way it was truly meant to be played...!

  Verzaken! is a 3D action adventure set in a mysterious world. Guide your nameless, amnesiac protagonist through island after
island, each unique, each one in a million spread amongst the Void. Face off against an enigmatic enemy, as you seek to

discover what drives them, what they did to this world and it's people, and how you fit into the picture....

 Lite RPG elements, upgrade your stats as you level up!

  Procedurally-generated overworld

  800+ randomized weapon variations! 10+ unique weapon types!
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  Collect artifacts, unlock secrets!

  Dozens of enemy variations!

  Unique storyline with multiple endings!

   Did we mention ZOMBIE ROBOTS?!?

  6 dungeon levels!

  Secrets, surprises, and nerd-only inside jokes!

   2 unique playmodes!

  Original soundtrack!

  Remember the dawning of the age of 3D gaming? When 16-bit consoles were starting to age, and the world was itching for
3D and excited for the possibilities that 3D graphics would bring? The graphical style of Verzaken! will bring back that retro-3d
optimism, that 32-bit enthusiasm... Now take that retro-32 bit graphical style and imagine what an 8-bit action adventure would

be like, forcibly evolved to early 32-bit glory...and you have "VERZAKEN!"

  The 1990s came and went, and the 32 and 64 bit consoles with them. If you want to re-experience the early days of 3D, 32-bit
retro deliciousness...... Verzaken! is for you.

Verzaken! features two play modes. In Classic mode, you play through 30 levels, will encounter 3 boss fights and are given a
save option. In this story-driven "campaign" mode, you will uncover the mystery of who you are, and more importantly where

you are, as you stand against legions of Zombie Robots and unlock one of multiple endings.

In Arcade mode, you will advance through infinite levels, fighting off "waves" of enemies that become increasingly more
numerous and more difficult with each level. Arcade mode features permadeath and a score system. Both modes feature melee

style combat, tons of loot and limited elements of puzzle solving.

Verzaken! takes advantage of procedural generation of levels, enemies and weapons, making each playthrough a truly unique
experience.

How to describe Verzaken!?

"VERZAKEN!" could be described as a 3D rogue-like action adventure with infinite possibilities.

It could be described as the lonely journey of a mysterious character, lost and isolated in an endless world seemingly without
meaning or logic.

It could possibly be described as an attempt to bring 2d classic action-adventures into the 3rd dimension while adding inspiration
from roguelites as well as treasure-hunting and collecting elements.

It's art style could even be described as a love-letter to the 32 and 64-bit era of gaming.

It could be described in those ways, but describing it in any of those ways would be limiting ourselves!

Whether you play Classic Mode to get a grip on the enigmatic background of the unseen character and this mysterious, endless
world and try to witness all endings... or if you prefer to fight your way through wave after wave of mindless "zombie robots" to
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see how far you can make it and how long you can survive, collecting infinitely variable loot along the way.... we hope you'll be
equally surprised and entertained by "VERZAKEN!".
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Title: Verzaken! VR Adventure
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
interFusion Games LLC
Publisher:
interFusion Games LLC
Release Date: 6 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Any Intel or AMD processor

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: any DirectX11 compatible, including integrated (Intel HD 4400+)(for Pancake Mode)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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A good value.

If you are just starting out, then I would say it is a great deal.. Wow, I really had a great time playing this game. The story is
fantastic, reminiscent of Kim Stanley Robinson's Red Mars; the animation feels like you're in a comic book--makes the most of
a "less is more" ascetic; gameplay is difficult but not overwhelming. Definitely some stressful moments, but the consequences
were meaningful and really got me into the whole thing. Play it!. The game mechanics are sound, the connection is the issue for
this game. I hope it catches on. Also too many bots....... The absolute best of all the original YDKJ games. Didn't age well..
Definitely do not buy!

If somebody initially tells you that they want to be done developing by end of 2015 and four years later they are at version 0.53
than that is ridiculous. So another 4 years to get to 1.0? Releases lately take 2-4 months with minor adjustments only!

The idea was cool. The programming and implementation more than poor. These guys do not have a target until when they want
to be ready with this.
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A simple guilty pleasure. Cute resource management, unfortunately it seems to get easier as the game progresses, but whatever.
It was fun, now it's over, I'm content.. Pros:
-The active gameplay keeps the player engaged from start to finish
-The star power function that determines action the player can take is wonderful for stacking on you favorite character of
spreading out between the party.
-Relationship is a great team attack function and encourages mixing party formation.
-Pseudo choices (choices that have no affect on story and\/or have minor affect on gameplay) were fun, from naming bosses to
complimenting your favorite characters.
-Graphic style is pleasant to look at, helps the game age.
-Plenty of side quests and completionist aspects to keep you engaged.

Cons:
-Numerous bugs; from certain team attacks causing soft locks from time-to-time, characters getting forcefully moved across the
screen (sometimes into hazards), and getting stuck inside objects.
-Lack of an escape option and be irritating for fights you're not prepared for or have already fought (especially from fights
  with weaker enemies)
-Repetitive passive dialogue from area transition and battle
-Floaty platforming physics and unclear platforms can make finding several secrets difficult to find (examples include: extra
 height by jumping on a chest or being able to jump on the ball and chain in the labyrinth
-Sequence breaking:
  -The light warrior fight can be triggered without going through the block maze after the party is reunited by warping to the
pyramid entrance and walking through the door at the other end of the room then re-entering and walking to the
  center (bypassing the area entirely)
  -Garnets tier 2 upgrade which unlocks the ability to break obsidian blocks, is located INSIDE said block. the tier 3 upgrade can
still break the blocks (though the tier 3 upgrades' description make no mention of this). I have some of the other big budget fpv
sims in my library but I keep coming back to this one. Superb!. After only three hours of play time uninstalled it. AND I
REALLY REALLY WANTED TO LIKE IT!
The pros: The graphics are killer! Combat is actually challenging, and feels right. A true Space flight dogfighter.

The cons: The entire game is spent in your cockpit, this wouldnt be so bad if i could actually interface as a cockpit, there is no
HOTAS or HOSAS support. The game is endless warp here and fight\/mine\/trade... but only supports controllers. finding a
flight stick profile was nearly impossible and simple joystick keybindings are not registered. As far as I can tell the game will
not interface a flight stick setup.

I understand the marketing and realistic nature of paterning any game around a controller or keyboard and mouse, but to offer a
game as a pure space sim and not allow it to interface with a HOTAS or similar setup is bizarre to me...

I play MWO with a HOSAM setup, MWO was designed for KB and M play, but i can still use whatever interface I choose and
the devs kept that in mind.

At the end of the day, if you want me to spend HOURS in a cockpit, at least let me interface from a cockpit. :\/. A pleasant and
causal point and click game and does not take too long to finish. Overall a nice game to kick back and relax with.. A nice little
point and click game. one minor obscure object annoyance, but other than that a solid game and I will be purchasing the other 2
episodes.. Even if it's an original match-3, possibilities are too limited, so i get bored after 1 hour.. The story of how I\u2019ve
got the game is pretty short. At first I didn\u2019t know anything about it. Have seen the page of ENIGMA few times but
didn\u2019t pay much attention. However, one day I saw screenshots in my feed made by Aniva, got interested, waited for a
discount and bought it.
So, my thoughts after 16 hours of reading (I\u2019ve completed the novel 100%).

Pros:
+ the novel is aesthetically beautiful and the soundtrack is very good and atmospheric.
+ unusual fantasy setting with heavy environmental theme similar, in my opinion, to Miyazaki\u2019s Mononoke
Princess or Nausica\u00e4 of the Valley of the Wind.
+ interesting and unique cast of characters, each with their mysteries, quirks and past.
+ dialogues are rich and believable; I\u2019ve enjoyed them way more than expected.
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+ I usually distaste scriptwriters\u2019 efforts to add jokes and humor to the story if it\u2019s unnecessary or forced
but in this case every single joke and absurd situation look absolutely natural, truly funny and sometimes even witty.
+ unique protagonist who finally acts like a normal adult human being.
+ simple yet still enjoyable lore with interesting themes of fallen heroes, unexpected villain(?) and world epidemic.

Cons\u2026 Ok, it\u2019s not actually cons but more of a rant.
1. Some endings look ridiculous. Not because they\u2019re badly written but because they just feel unnecessary and
don\u2019t contribute much to the story.
2. Half of the story of the fallen heroes is great but the other half is poorly baked with one-two plotholes and many
unexplained details. Plus some characters\u2019 obsession over this theme doesn\u2019t suit the flow of narration.
3. Genius plotline is weird. At first I though he\u2019s Lyona\u2019s diseased husband and merchant-outsider at the
same time because it doesn\u2019t contradict itself, however everything with it turns out to be way simpler and
disappointing. Maybe the scriptwriter wanted to implement both ideas but it didn\u2019t happen, I dunno.
4. El\u2019s plotline tragedy was flushed in the toilet. The game was building tension and secrets over this line
for\u2026 I dunno\u2026 almost the whole game? However, in the end everything turns into \u201cOh well, El kinda
died of Enigma too, that\u2019s it.\u201d WHY BUILD THE TENSION AND MAKE IT SO IMPORTANT THEN
DEDICATE ONLY 5 MINUTES TO REVEAL EVERYTHING?!
5. Why Colette and Lauro\u2019s mother suddenly jumped of the cliff? What\u2019s with the Greta\u2019s bride
curse? What about Ignis fallen party members? Why try to explain everything when you can just dedicate literally few
lines to everything and then sweep it under the rug...

Don\u2019t get me wrong, it\u2019s very beautiful game with unique and interesting story but, c\u2019mon, stop
sacrificing important plot answers in favor of some idiotic plotline \u201cThe-True-Hero-Will-Come-And-We-Will-
Help-Him-But-It-Is-Not-You-Chester\u201d. I don\u2019t care about some random hero who appears for literally 10
minutes during the epilogue, I care about Chester (the protagonist), about El, Ignis, Greta, Envirio and all others who
have their normal long roles in the story.
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